
Providing a structured assessment and overview 
of your existing infrastructure to evaluate your 
readiness for Microsoft 365 migration.
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HOW DOES THIS SERVICE WORK?
We provide a structured assessment of your existing IT environment, looking first at your business objectives 
and any blockers that may be obstructing your migration. We work to understand your organisation’s security 
requirements, risk factors and how your future plans may affect your Microsoft 365 adoption. Looking at your 
users’ current roles and how they can be mapped to Microsoft 365 helps create a picture of your current 
readiness. We then prepare a report containing an overview of the existing infrastructure alongside remediation 
guidance and a statement of works for us to implement our recommended migration approach.

BENEFITS TO YOU 
Technology
Our point in time assessment provides 
a report that includes an overview 
of your existing IT infrastructure and 
remediation guidance on how best to 
ready your estate for migration. This 
ensures that the approach suggested is 
tailored to your exact requirements and 
avoids any unnecessary steps.

People 
By giving you a snapshot of your 
existing IT environment, we can support 
you and your people in the thorough 
and successful adoption of Microsoft 
365. Looking at your users current 
roles and how they can be mapped 
onto Microsoft 365, we can provide 
guidance on how ready you really are 
to integrate Microsoft 365 into your 
organisation. 

Commercials
Understanding your existing 
infrastructure ensures that our 
suggested approach will make  
your Microsoft 365 adoption as cost  
effective as possible whilst reducing 
potential disruptions. 
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SERVICES THAT BRING YOUR 
TECHNOLOGY TO LIFE
Contact your Softcat Account Manager today  
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SUITABLE FOR YOU IF…
 9 You are considering Microsoft 365 as a core part of a Modern Workplace transformation.

 9 You want to find out more about how you can harness the benefits of Microsoft 365.

 9 You’re not sure of the best way to migrate to Microsoft 365.

 9 You are considering using any of the Microsoft 365 services, particularly Exchange Online.

 9 You need a reliable, flexible and secure IT environment.

WORKS WELL WITH
Microsoft 365 Security Essentials
Kick-starting your Microsoft 365 security position, 
aligning with industry best practice standards.

Azure AAA Service
Simplifying your cloud journey with a standardised, 
automated deployment of Azure with transparent costs.

AVD Adoption Accelerator Service
Speed up deployment of AVD in Azure, including a pilot 
deployment, with building and configuration from our  
in-house experts.

WHAT'S INCLUDED
Flexible workshops – We can come to you, or provide 
an online workshop, delivering a comprehensive 
assessment to understand your current infrastructure.

Expert guidance – You’re in safe hands with our expert 
technical consultants.

Tailormade solutions – We work with you to 
understand your business objectives before offering 
advice to meet your needs.

Proven advice – We hold several Microsoft Advanced 
Specialisations across Azure, Modern Work and Security, 
so deliver high-value solutions to customers.

Clear reporting – We provide a detailed report, 
tailored to your goals, with actionable insights and 
recommendations.
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